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plotted in Fig. 6. This indicates that bistablelike
behavior may appear for some range of y, when

the transit time of the ring cavity and the period
of the mode-locked pulse train are mismatched.
The mismatching reduces the extent of overlap
and thus the interaction between successive puls-
es in a pulse train. This could be the cause of
the smoothing and the appearance of the bistabil-
ity when the cavity length is mismatched.

Other nonlinear processes which are expected
to occur in the fiber are stimulated Brillouin
scattering (SBS) and stimulated Raman scatter-
ing (SRS). The threshold power of SBS in our sin-
gle-mode optical fiber of length 120 cm was about
20 W, one order of magnitude lower than the on-
set of the bifurcations. But SBS is possible only
in the direction opposite to the input beam, and
therefore SBS is strongly suppressed for a pulse
train of short pulses. On the other hand SRS can
build up in the forward direction, and it actually
occurred in our ring cavity at a few times higher
input power level than the onset of the chaos.

In conclusion, the use of the mode-locked pulse
train and the single-mode optical fiber was the
key feature of the present experiment. In this
system the bifurcations to the periodic and chaot-
ic states in an all-optical system were realized.
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Realization of a Stable and Highly Efficient Gyrotron for Controlled Fusion Research
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The innovation of adding a beam prebunching section at the input to the cavity of a mil-
limeter-wave gyrotron oscillator has yielded outstanding improvements in mode control
and device efficiency. These results constitute a technological breakthrough which great-
ly improves prospects of developirg gyrotrons with megawatt average power ratings as
will be required for bulk heating of plasma in controlled thermonuclear reactors.

PACS numbers: 52.35.Hr, 52.50.Gj

Electron-cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH)
has proven to be a promising method of heating
of fusion research plasmas. This is due in part
to the availability of a new type of powerful milli-
meter-wave source, the gyrotron, and in part to
successful demonstration of ECRH in tokamaks, "
bumpy torus devices, "and magnetic mirrors. "

ECRH now constitutes a key phase in many fusion
research programs. For example, the forma-
tion of the hot-electron ring in Elmo bumpy torus'
and the creation and sustainment of the thermal
barriers' in the tandem mirror depend critically
on this method of heating. Further, localized
rf power deposition in electron velocity space
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can lead to current generatipn' "susuggesting the
possibility of a steady-state tokamak. Localized
heating in real space on the the o er hand, can
stabilize tearing modes through control of tem-
perature and current prpfjles " A
the main o

i es. s is well known,
e main obstacle to low-frequency rf heat'r ea ing has
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effective coupling of rf power into the plasma.
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xze e output power. Megawatt peak power
in a short-pulse gyrotron has been demonstrated';
however, the cavity mode in that device, "chosen

, was c aracterizedto achieve good mode control h

by large wall losses, and the pulse length was
limited to -100o - p,sec. A class of modes with
relatively low wall losses are the TE,„modes
in circularu ar waveguide. Successful operation of
gyrotrons with pulse lengths from 10 msec to
cw has been achieved with TEpy and TE» modes
at power levels -200 kW " However, for mega-
watt cw operation, higher-order TE,„modes
must be chosen and the diff lay ficu iy o mode control
is the primar ty echnical barrier. Experimental
investigatipns ' pf high-prder TFp~ mpde

gyrotrons have always shown a tn a s rong suscepti-

bili to mode
~ ~

de competition, a serious bl
en resulted in poor mode control and low

efficiency. For this reason, the study of com-
peting modes h

'
g o es has received considerable atten-
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i sty and a record efficiency of 63%. The
approach involves the use of a carefully tailored

, w ic is formed ofcomplex resonator (Fig. 1) h' h
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two coupled cavities a small cavi for mode
control and a large cavity to provide the neces-
sary ra iating volume. When separated, each

fre uen '
cavi is characterized by a discrete t fe e se o eigen-
requencies. If the dimensions of the two

e c osen such that the eigenfrequency of a low-
order mode in the first cavity matches th t fa 0 a

g - r er mode in the second cap t, taci y, s rong
coup ing between the two cavities will r 1 .wi result.

igure (Ref. 24) illustrates the ca d
s u y where the low- and high-o d d-or er modes were
chosen to be, respectively, the TE
mo es. The most likely competing modes are

«, mode of thethose close in frequency to the TE m
more densely populated second cavity. These
modes howeveowever, will remain localized to the
second cavity because of the absence of matching
mod'es in the first cavity who

'
nfose eigenfrequencies

are much more widely spaced. Thus, b wa of
up ing, a desired mode in the second

cavity has been isolated from its neighboring
modes. The coupled TE -TEpy] p4, mode distin-

double-
guishes itself from other modes th bes wi a broad,

ouble-peaked axial structure (Fig. 2). As dis-
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enhancement.
In the linear regime, the strength of the beam-

wave interaction is proportional to the square of
the interaction length. " The desired TEpyy TEp4y
mode, being the broadest in field structure, will
therefore be most strongly coupled with the beam
so as to require the lowest starting current.
Viewed differently, the first cavity serves to pre-
bunch the beam which in turn will preferentially
excite the mode with the same frequency in the
second cavity. In this manner, competition from
other modes is essentially eliminated. In the
nonlinear regime, prebunching of the beam in
the first cavity can lead to efficiency enhance-
ment in the second cavity. Because of its dis-
tinctively different field structure, the desired
mode can be selectively optimized with respect
to cavity lengths, dc magnetic field, and rf elec-
tric field profiles. 'This provides an additional
measure to insure the dominance of the desired
mode and further improve its efficiency.

An orbit-tracing code" was employed to eval-
uate the interaction efficiency as the electron
beam traverses the complex resonator. For
analytical convenience, uncoupled sinusoidal rf
field profiles were assumed in both cavities to
approximate the actual field shown in Fig. 2.
The theory predicted suppression of the TE„,
mode and enhanced efficiency of the TE,4, mode
due to prebunching of the electron beam. A main
objective of the calculations was to determine
(i) the optimum dimensions of the complex reso-
nator, (ii) the optimum relative rf field ampli-
tudes in the two cavities, and (iii) the optimum
applied magnetic field profile so as to maximize
the interaction efficiency. The dimensions of the
resonator shown in Fig. 1 and the rf field profile
shown in Fig. 2 were the results of extensive
numerical optimizations. For the optimized con-
figuration, a maximum theoretical efficiency of
57% was calculated in a, linearly tapered mag-
netic field where the magnetic field strength in-
creased by 15/p along the beam path in the com-
plex resonator.

The experimental setup is shown schematically
in Fig. 1. The 70-keV beam generated by a mag-
netron injection gun had a perpendicular-to-
parallel velocity ratio of 1.5. The system was
immersed in an axial magnetic field produced
by a superconducting magnet. The field increased
monotonically from 2 kG at the gun to 13 kG at
the resonator. In the resonator section, a con-
ventional solenoid was used to linearly taper the
field.

The output power was measured calorimetrical-
ly, with the efficiency defined as the observed
millimeter-wave power divided by the electrical
input power. The output mode was determined by
measuring the frequency, and verified by a new

technique of mode pattern visualization. "
Test results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Fig-

ure 3 is a "mode map, " showing the regions in
beam current, magnetic field parameter space
in which oscillation occurred in the TEpyy TEp4y
mode and its closest neighbor, the TE,4, mode.
As can be seen, there is a quiescent region
separating the two modes. This characteristic
is fundamentally different from that observed
with a single cavity, "where the two regions had
a common boundary indicating that mode competi-
tion had occurred.

In Fig. 4, the efficiency and output power of the
two modes are shown as a function of beam cur-
rent. The points are for optimum values of the
magnetic field (both at the cavity and the gun) and
of the magnetic taper. The optimized output pow-
ers and efficiencies obtained in the TEpyy TEp4y
mode combination are much greater than those
found with TE„,. This is in contrast to the re-
sults with a. single cavity, in which the highest
powers and efficiencies were obtained in the
TE~,. With the complex resonator, the max-
imum power, limited by the current of the elec-
tron gun, was 340 kW at an efficiency of 54%. At

3
12.25 12.5 12.75 13.0 13.25 13.50

Bz [k Gauss]

FIG. 3. Operating regimes of the TEO„-TE04, mode
and its closest neighbor, the TE$4f mode. No oscilla-
tions occurred in the unshaded region.
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lower power (150 kw), efficiency was 63/o, ap-
proximately 1.5 times greater than that obtained
with a single cavity. " Remarkably, the device
operated with an efficiency of greater than 50$
over the entire range of 110 to 340 k%.

As theoretically predicted, the output was quite
sensitive to the magnetic taper. For example, at
the point of maximum power, a taper of 12/p was
required. %ith no tapering, less than 50 k%
were obtained.

To summarize, a major physics issue —mode
stability~n the development of high-power gyro-
trons has been removed by the use of a complex
resonator, and at the same time, a dramatic im-
provement in efficiency has been achieved. By
applying the same technique to a still higher-
order mode (e.g. , TE~), gyrotron power can be
scaled up to surpass the megawatt level at wave-
lengths (3 mm. Concurrently, sophisticated
window and beam collector technologies have
been developed in industry to accommodate high-
power cw operation. " In view of these encourag-
ing developments, it is expected that the next
generation of gyrotrons will meet the goal of the
U. S. fusion program, viz. , megawatt cw power
at 120 0Hz.
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Observation of Raman Scattering of High-Frequency Phonons by Spin States
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High-frequency acoustic phonons in an A1203 crystal at low temperature were gener-
ated at one frequency (891 GHz) by excitation of V + impurity ions with a far-infrared
laser, and detected at another frequency (874 6Hz) by fluorescence from Cr+ ions. A

strong detector signal was observed, giving evidence that inelastic phonon scattering
occurred. The dependence on magnetic field and temperature indicated that the effect
was due to Raman scattering of phonons by spin states.

PACS numbers: 63.20.Kr, 78.30.6t

In this 'Letter we report on a first direct ob-
servation of Raman scattering of phonons by spin
states at low crystal temperatures. To observe
a phonon frequency shift we have generated mono-
chromatic phonons of one frequency, and de-
tected phonons of another frequency. By applica-
tion of recently developed techniques of high-
frequency phonon spectroscopy, phonons were
generated by use of a far-infrared laser' ' and
detected by phonon-induced fluorescence. ' Since
the cross section increases strongly with fre-
quency, ' high-frequency phonons are most suit-
able for the study of Raman scattering.

The principle of our experiment, performed on
an Al, O, crystal containing V" and Cr" impurity
ions, is shown in Fig. 1. Monochromatic phonons
are generated by far-infrared excitation and re-
laxation of V" ions. Far-infrared laser radia-
tion at a frequency v~R (891 GHz) is absorbed in
the wing of a broad absorption line" which is
due to an electronic transition between the ground
state and the lowest excited state of V". Since
the V" ions are excited to forced electronic vi-
brations by the monochromatic far-infrared ra-
diation, it is expected that the generated acoustic
waves have exactly the same frequency v-HR as
the far-infrared radiation.

Phonons at a detector frequency v„, (874 GHz),
which corresponds to the separation of the, E and
2A levels' of optically excited Cr" ions, are de-
tected by R, fluorescence (Fig. l). Since the E

2A( E)

E( E)

3/2

'I-)R,
lt

4A
2

R) R2

Cr
+

FIG. 1. Energy levels of V + and Cr + ions in AI203
and principle of monochromatic phonon generation and
detection. Generator frequency vt; &z and detector fre-
quency vd«are different.

-2A absorption line is very narrow (0.5 GHz), '
the detector responds only to phonons in a very
narrow frequency band. Surprisingly, phonon
generation by excitation of V" ions with a far-
infrared laser yielded an A, signal, even though
the detector frequency vd„was different (by 2%)
from the generator frequency vHR. This shows
that inelastic scattering of the monochromatical-
ly generated phonons occurred.

Before we present further results the experi-
ment will be described in more detail. The Al, o,
crystal (size 3&3&& 5 mm') contained 0.3 wt. %
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